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Two lasing thresholds in semiconductor lasers with a quantum-confined
active region
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We show that the free-carrier-density dependence of internal optical loss gives rise, in general, to the
existence of a second lasing threshold above the conventional threshold. Above the second
threshold, the light-current characteristic is two-valued up to a maximum current at which the lasing
is quenched. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1636245#
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Internal optical loss adversely affects operating char
teristics of semiconductor lasers. Because of the lower va
of the optical confinement factor, the effect of internal loss
stronger for lasers with a reduced-dimensionality active
gion, such as quantum well~QW!, quantum wire~QWR!,
and quantum dot~QD! lasers, than for bulk lasers.1

All different processes contributing to the internal lo
can be grouped into two categories: one, such as free-ca
absorption in the optical confinement layer~OCL!, or simply
waveguide, dependent on the injection carrier density;
other, such as interface scattering or absorption in the c
ding layers, insensitive to this density. Absorption in the
tive region of QW and QWR lasers is relatively small com
pared to absorption in the OCL, at least at high inject
currentsj @or high temperaturesT ~see Refs. 2 and 3!#. The
analogous process in the active region of QD lasers—wh
is carrier photoexcitation from the discrete levels to t
continuous-spectrum states—is also small.4,5 Neglecting
these processes, we must be concerned only with the
carrier densityn in the OCL. Therefore, we need a relatio
betweenn and the occupancy of states in the quantu
confined active region, involved in the lasing transition.
sufficiently high temperatures and below the lasing thre
old, this relation is given by equilibrium statistics and is
the form4

n5n1

f n

12 f n
, ~1!

wheren15Nc
OCI exp(2En /T), Nc

OCL52(mc
OCLT/2p\2)3/2, En

is the carrier excitation energy from a reduce
dimensionality active region, and the temperatureT is mea-
sured in units of energy. The functionf n is the Fermi–Dirac
distribution, describing the occupancy of the confined sta
For QW or QWR lasers,f n is the occupancy of the subban
edge level, involved into the lasing transitions. For a Q
laser, f n is the occupancy of the discrete level.
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Assuming equal electron and hole occupanciesf n

5 f p), and writing the total net internal loss coefficienta int

~the quantity we shall refer to simply as the internal loss! as
the sum of a constanta0 and a component linear inn, the
lasing threshold condition is brought into the form

gmax~2 f n21!5b1a01s intn1

f n

12 f n
, ~2!

wheregmax is the maximum~saturation! value of the modal
gain g( f n)5gmax(2fn21), b is the mirror loss, ands int

5const(n) can be viewed as an effective cross section for
absorption loss processes~for the type of carrier that domi-
nates absorption!.

The solutions of Eq.~2! are @Fig. 1~a!#

f n1,n25 f n
crit7A~ f n

crit!22 f n02
1

2

a0

gmax
, ~3!

where

f n
crit5

1

2 S 11 f n01
1

2

a0

gmax
2

1

2

s intn1

gmax D ~4!

is the ‘‘critical’’ solution $when the cavity length equals it
minimum tolerable value@see Eq.~13!#%, and

f n05
1

2 S 11
b

gmaxD ~5!

is the solution in the absence of internal loss.
Both solutions~3! are physically meaningful and de

scribe two distinct lasing thresholds. The lower soluti
( f n1) is the conventional threshold, similar tof n0 but modi-
fied by a int The second solution (f n2) appears purely as a
consequence of the carrier-density-dependenta int in the
OCL.

In the absence of lasing, the injection current density
the following relation tof n :4,6

j 5 j spon
active~ f n!1ebBn1

2
f n

2

~12 f n!2
, ~6!

/
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whereb is the OCL thickness andB is the radiative constan
for the OCL.

Next, we need a relation between the spontaneous
combination current densityj spon

activeand the occupancyf n . For
QW, QWR, and QD lasers, we have, respectively,4,6

j spon
QW 5eNQWB2Dn2D

2 ~ f n!, ~7!

whereNQW is the number of QWs andB2D is the radiative
constant for a two-dimensional~2D! region ~in cm2/s);

j spon
QWR5eNLB1Dn1D

2 ~ f n!, ~8!

where NL is the linear density of QWRs andB1D is the
radiative constant for a one-dimensional region~in cm/s!;
and

j spon
QD 5

eNS

tQD
f n

2, ~9!

whereNS is the surface density of QDs andtQD is the radia-
tive lifetime in a QD.

The 2D-carrier densityn2D in a QW is expressed in
terms of f n as follows:7

n2D5Nc
2D ln

1

12 f n
, ~10!

whereNc
2D5mc

QWT/p\2. A functional relationship between
n1D in a QWR andf n is also readily calculated, albeit not a
a closed-form expression.

FIG. 1. Illustration of the threshold condition~2! and the two lasing thresh
olds. Modal gaing5gmax(2fn21) @inclined dotted line in~a! and dotted
curve in ~b!#, internal lossa int5a01s intn5a01s intn1f n /(12 f n) ~dashed
curve! and difference of modal gain and internal loss~solid curve! against
confined-carrier-level occupancy in the active regionf n ~a!, free-carrier den-
sity in the OCLn @~b!, top axis# and injection current densityj @~b!, bottom
axis#. The intersections of the solid curve and the horizontal dash-dotted
for the mirror lossb5(1/L)ln(1/R) are the solutions~3! of ~2!. A GaInAsP/
InP-based QD-heterostructure lasing near 1.55mm ~see Refs. 4–6! is con-
sidered for illustration. We assume 10% QD size fluctuations andNS

56.1131010 cm22; at these parameters,gmax529.52 cm21. At T5300 K,
n155.0731016 cm23. The mirror lossb57 cm21. a0 ands int are plausi-
bly taken to be 3 cm21 and 2.67310217 cm21, respectively.
e-

The lower and the upper threshold current densities (j th1

and j th2) are given by Eq.~6!, wherein one substitutes eithe
f n5 f n1 or f n5 f n2 .

The existence of a second lasing threshold stems f
the nonmonotonic dependence ofg2a int on f n @Fig. 1~a!# or,
equivalently, onn or j @Fig. 1~b!#. The point is that the
modal gaing( f n) increases linearly withf n @Fig. 1~a!# and
saturates at its maximum valuegmax as f n→1 $which corre-
sponds ton→` and j→` @see Eqs.~1! and ~6!, and Fig.
1~b!#%. At the same time,a int is superlinear inf n @see Eq.~2!
and Fig. 1~a!# and increases infinitely asf n→1. At a certain
f n ~i.e., at a certainj ), the rate of increase ina int with j will
inevitably equal that of increase ing, and hence the differ-
enceg2a int will peak. Any further increase ofj will de-
crease the differenceg2a int @cf. Fig. 1~b!#. This corresponds
to the so-called ‘‘loss-multiplication’’ regime, discussed
Refs. 2 and 3 for QW lasers~and attributed to the pile-up o
carriers due to electrostatic band-profile deformation8,9! and
in Refs. 10 and 11 for QD lasers. As evident from our ana
sis, this regime and the second lasing threshold are inhe
to all structures in whicha int depends onn.

It should be noted that the second lasing threshold
also arise due to other mechanisms; for example, car
heating. As the carrier temperature increases withj ,9,12–15

the modal gain itself can become a nonmonotonic function
j , decreasing at highj .13

In a continuous-wave~CW! operation, increasingj from
zero, one reaches the first lasing thresholdj th1. Above this
threshold, the difference between the gain and the inte
loss is pinned at the value of the mirror lossb and hence,
Fig. 1 ~which is valid for determining the positions of bot
thresholds! no longer applies. What actually happens abo
j th1 is shown in Fig. 2, derived by rigorously solving the ra
equations in the presence of light generation.

Above the second thresholdj th2 and up to a maximum

e

FIG. 2. Two-valued characteristics: gain-current~a! and light-current~b!.
The branches corresponding to the lower and the upper lasing regimes~solid
and dashed curves, respectively! merge together at the pointj max which
defines the maximum operating current. Atj . j max, the lasing is quenched
The dotted curve in~a! is the gain-current dependence for a nonlasing
gime; the intersection of the solid~dashed! curve and the dotted curve de
terminesj th1( j th2). In ~b!, the assumed stripe widthw52mm.
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current j max, both the gain-current dependence@Fig. 2~a!#
and the light-current characteristic@Fig. 2~b!# are two-
valued. At j 5 j max, the two branches merge in both chara
teristics. The origin of this striking behavior is clear. Asa int

increases with the current, the gain strictly follows it so as
maintain the stable generation conditiong2a int5b. This
continues up to the maximum pump currentj max at which the
lasing is quenched.

At this time, we cannot propose a definite experimen
technique to access the lower branch of the light-curr
characteristic@Fig. 2~b!#. Analysis of the stability of the
lower-branch regime will be published elsewhere. Nevert
less, we stress that an experimental determination of the
ond threshold would provide us with a new and valua
technique for measuring the loss parameters. Indeed,
the measuredj th1 and j th2, the values off n1 and f n2 can be
calculated from Eq.~6!. a0 ands int can then be expressed
terms of f n1 and f n2 as follows@see Eqs.~3! and ~4!#:

a052gmax~ f n1f n22 f n0!, ~11!

s int52
gmax

n1
~11 f n1f n22 f n12 f n2!. ~12!

When only one threshold exists, the carrier-dens
dependent internal loss is negligible anda0 is determined
from the ‘‘2’’ solution in Eq. ~3!.

The thresholdsj th1 and j th2 depend on the cavity lengthL
~Fig. 3! and approach each other asL decreases. At a certai
critical L that we shall call the minimum tolerable cavi
lengthLmin, the horizontal line for the mirror lossb is tan-
gent to the curve forg2a int at its maximum~Fig. 1!. In this
case, the threshold condition has only one solution,f n1

5 f n25 f n
crit , and j th15 j th2. For L,Lmin, there is no solution

of the threshold condition and hence no lasing is possi
The equation forLmin is

Lmin5
L0

min

S A22As intn1

gmax D 2

212
a0

gmax

, ~13!

whereL0
min5(1/gmax)ln(1/R) is the minimum cavity length in

the absence ofa int ~see Ref. 16 forL0
min for a QD laser!, and

R is the mirror reflectivity. In Eq. ~4!, bmax

5(1/Lmin)ln(1/R) should be entered forb in this case.

FIG. 3. The lower and the upper threshold current densitiesj th1 and j th2

~solid and dashed curves, respectively! againstL. The curve forj th1 join
smoothly the vertical dash-dotted line at the critical point. The dotted cu
and the vertical dotted line show the threshold current densityj th0 and its
asymptote at the critical point in the absence of internal loss.
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Measurement ofLmin provide yet another way of the
internal loss parameters determination. For example,Lmin

can be measured for two structures characterized by diffe
mirror reflectivities. With these two values ofLmin, Eq. ~13!
will give a set of two equations ina0 ands int ~provided the
other parameters are fixed!.

The restrictionLmin can be considerably more stringe
compared toL0

min . Thus, for a QD laser similar to that con
sidered in Refs. 4–6~see the caption to Fig. 1 for the param
eters!, at a053 cm21 and s int52.67310217 cm21, the
maximum tolerable mirror loss isbmax510 cm21. Assum-
ing as-cleaved facet reflectivity at both ends (R50.32), this
yields Lmin51.139 mm, which is almost a threefold increa
compared toL0

min5386 mm. Hence, the absence of lasin
often observed in short-cavity QD structures can be att
uted to internal loss, which is consistent with the discuss
in Refs. 10 and 11.

All equations of this paper apply equally to QW, QWR
and QD lasers. One specifies the type of laser by substitu
the relevant expression forgmax and the appropriate relatio
betweenj spon

active and f n @see Eqs.~6!–~9!#.
In conclusion, we predict the existence of a second~up-

per! lasing threshold when the internal loss has a compon
that increases with the carrier density in the waveguide. A
measurement of the upper threshold contains valuable in
mation about the internal loss parameters. These param
are not easy to measure directly and our theory may yie
new experimental method.
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